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“The United States Supreme Court has given a new definition to unAmericanism,” Roscoe Drummond wrote in the European edition of the New York Herald Tribune on May 21, 1954, following the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. Board of Education. “It has ruled that segregated public schools are un-Constitutional—and therefore un-American.” The Brown decision was timely, he argued, “because it comes at a moment when our leadership of the free peoples demands the best . . . of what America is and can be.” Drummond was not alone in calling segregation un-American. When the Topeka, Kansas, Board of Education, whose policies were before the Court in Brown, voted to abandon segregation before the Supreme Court ruling came down, a board member commented, “We feel that segregation is not an American practice.” By 1954 many Americans had come to that conclusion about segregation, a widely practiced American institution.¹

Hearing speakers in 1954 call segregation “un-American” helps situate the school segregation cases within their cultural context. It was during the first decade of the Cold War, the era of Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy, during the heyday of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, that Brown was decided. American history texts often cover the McCarthy era and the Brown case in separate passages alongside each other, as partners in chronology alone, rather than as part of the same story. The case may seem to sit uncomfortably in the trajectory of the legal history of the 1950s. During the McCarthy era, after all, individual rights were restricted, but in Brown, individual rights were powerfully expanded. The Supreme Court decided Dennis v. United States in 1951, upholding prosecution of members of the Communist party based on evidence that they read the writings of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels and talked about them. The Court decided Harisiades v. Shaughnessy in 1952, upholding the deportation of immigrants for past Communist party membership. Those cases sit alongside a case thought to be a highlight of American constitutional history. How

---

can Brown and the Cold War be understood as part of the same story, the same historical moment? The standard way American legal history texts treat Brown and the Cold War is illustrated by a leading coursebook, Melvin L. Urofsky and Paul Finkelman’s *A March of Liberty*. This excellent text covers the Cold War in one chapter, with readings on *Dennis v. United States* and other anticommunist cases from the 1950s and related matters. Race is not mentioned at all in the Cold War chapter. The Supreme Court’s race cases are discussed in the next chapter, entitled “The Struggle for Civil Rights,” which covers the landmark cases leading up to Brown, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) legal effort, and other developments in civil rights law. The federal government appears in the story of Brown in the form of the Supreme Court. The struggle is one by lawyers to change an unjust legal regime. Its denouement is the Court’s simple opinion in Brown. That treatment is consistent with a consensus narrative in American lawbooks: Brown is a straightforward story of the triumph of a progressive Court and a progressive Constitution, after a hard-fought battle by lawyers and litigants.

A dichotomous narrative about 1950s cases flows from this characterization: McCarthyism on one side and civil rights on the other. The anticommunist cases had to do with national security issues, after all, something apparently not at stake in the civil rights context. On closer reflection, however, that categorization will not hold up.

---


Among the elements left out of Urofsky and Finkelman's story of Brown is the role of the U.S. Justice Department, which filed amicus curiae (friend of the court) briefs in the cases leading up to Brown and in Brown itself. The Justice Department briefs gave only one reason for the government's participation in the cases: segregation harmed U.S. foreign relations. As the United States argued in the Brown amicus brief, "the existence of discrimination against minority groups in the United States has an adverse effect upon our relations with other countries. Racial discrimination furnishes grist for the Communist propaganda mills, and it raises doubts even among friendly nations as to the intensity of our devotion to the democratic faith." World attention to U.S. race discrimination was "growing in alarming proportions," and school segregation in particular was "singled out for hostile foreign comment." Because of this, Secretary of State Dean Acheson concluded in a statement quoted in the brief, race discrimination "remains a source of constant embarrassment to this Government in the day-to-day conduct of its foreign relations; and it jeopardizes the effective maintenance of our moral leadership of the free and democratic nations of the world." The secretary's argument was not speculative. U.S. State Department files from the period are full of reports from the field that racial problems in the United States harmed U.S. relations with particular nations and compromised the nation's Cold War objectives.

Cold War concerns provided a motive beyond equality itself for the federal government, including the president and the courts, to act on civil rights when it did. But if we strip the story of the complications of the Cold War, what remains is a romantic tale of heroic litigants, lawyers, and judges who did the right thing. There was much heroism and sacrifice in civil rights history, but as Derrick A. Bell Jr. and others have argued for decades, the history of American civil rights reform is not a straightforward tale of a struggle for justice, but a complex story that includes self-interest and limited commitments. Nevertheless, the story of Brown as a struggle for simple justice is replayed throughout standard treatments of American law.

Examining Brown as a Cold War case complicates this narrative. This essay will take up the question of how it affects the story to set Brown in the Cold War chapter.

---
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of American legal history books and to examine the case in an international context. Contextualizing and internationalizing Brown does not simply provide new details to a preexisting narrative. Viewing Brown as a Cold War case helps us rethink the story itself.

The connections between Brown and the Cold War are so ubiquitous in the primary sources that it is more difficult to explain them away than to find a place for them in the historical narrative. In the American press, for example, Brown was called a "Blow to Communism." The Pittsburgh Courier said that Brown would "stun and silence America's Communist traducers behind the Iron Curtain. It will effectively impress upon millions of colored people in Asia and Africa the fact that idealism and social morality can and do prevail in the United States, regardless of race, creed or color." Sharing this concern, the San Francisco Chronicle suggested that the ruling's greatest impact would be "on South America, Africa and Asia," since it would restore the faith of their people in the justice of American democracy.6

Brown was also a major international story. The decision was on the front page in all the daily newspapers in India. Under the headline "A Great Decision," the Hindustan Times of New Delhi suggested that "American democracy stands to gain in strength and prestige from the unanimous ruling... The practice of racial segregation in schools... has been a long-standing blot on American life and civilization." An editorial in the West African Pilot, published in Lagos, Nigeria, argued that the decision "is of particular significance and special interest to Africans and people of African descent throughout the world." According to the paper:

It is no secret that America is today hailed as leader of the democratic world. This carries with it a great deal of moral responsibility. Firstly, it entails that the American concept and practice of democracy within its own territories should acknowledge the necessity of equal opportunity for all citizens, no matter the racial origin. Secondly, it implies that the United States should set an example for all other nations by taking the lead in removing from its national life all signs and traces of racial intolerance, arrogance or discrimination for which it criticizes some other nations.

The paper argued that American actions, because they had global impact, could affect racial policies in other nations. The West African Pilot asserted that abolishing racism in the United States "would be the greatest possible assurance of America's good faith and sincerity towards the establishment of a true world-wide democracy."7

A writer for the Australian *Sydney Morning Herald* echoed much of the world’s press.

Today’s thinking on the civil rights of Negroes in America is a product of the changes that have occurred as a consequence of two world wars. In the attempt to exert international leadership in a context with world Communism, the United States has been severely handicapped by what the non-white race have felt about the treatment of Negroes in America. The most powerful item of propaganda available to Communists has been the alleged second-class citizenship of more than 15 million of these Americans. . . . Today . . . the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision should go a long way toward dissipating the validity of the Communist contention that Western concepts of democracy are hypocritical.4

The international impact of *Brown* was followed by civil rights activists in the United States. The NAACP had a keen interest in the international reaction to *Brown*. The organization’s 1954 annual report argued that “it was not the NAACP alone which benefited” from the decision. It had “lessened” the “pressures of world opinion” and “eased” “the burdened conscience of the United States” because “steady progress towards integration undermined the charge of hypocrisy, so often and so effectively leveled against our country whenever our national leaders espouse human freedom.” Walter White, the organization’s executive secretary, sought details of the international press reaction and wrote to American ambassadors in at least thirteen nations inquiring about evidence of “increased faith in the American democratic process and in the United States itself” flowing from the *Brown* decision. Showing that an NAACP case aided American international prestige served two important interests. First, it gave civil rights activists important leverage. The argument that social change aided U.S. foreign relations could be used to further the NAACP’s social change agenda. Second, showing that NAACP efforts enhanced American international prestige helped the NAACP argue that its work promoted, rather than undermined, the nation’s Cold War interests. During the Cold War, when civil rights activists were red-baited as subversives, that could help the organization weather criticism.5

In response to his queries, White received evidence of the broad international reaction to the decision. For example, Clare Boothe Luce, the U.S. ambassador to Italy, wrote that “the Court’s decision and the events following it have been watched with great interest by Italian public opinion. On balance, I think the result has been, not only to give Italians a fresh reminder of the meaning of American democracy, but also to cut the ground from under the anti-American propaganda put out by the Communists on this point.” In Israel, U.S. Ambassador Francis H. Russell suggested

---


that "the Supreme Court decision has done much to strengthen belief in the essential democracy of American life." There was little in the Soviet press because, the U.S. ambassador to the Soviet Union thought, Brown "so obviously contradicts Communist propaganda." Izvestia saw the case as an example of the United States' "dramatic gestures intended for export." Noting the delay in implementing desegregation authorized by the Brown opinion, the paper suggested that "the decision of the U.S. Supreme Court has a purely masking character and that it was taken only for propaganda purposes."

The U.S. government worked to foster a positive overall international reaction to Brown. "You may imagine what good sense we are making of the decision here in India," the U.S. ambassador to India, George V. Allen, wrote to Walter White. The United States Information Service (USIS) in India circulated a press release calling the decision "another milestone in the American Negro's steady progress toward full equality as a citizen." Immediately after Brown was decided, the Voice of America broadcast the news to the world. When school began in fall 1954, the USIS planned to show a film in ninety countries depicting white and African American students going to school together in Baltimore, Maryland.

The role of American diplomats was not restricted to efforts to play up the ruling after the fact. When the U.S. government filed an amicus brief in Brown supporting the NAACP position, it relied on State Department materials on the impact of American racism on U.S. foreign relations. The Justice Department presented those arguments to a Court familiar with them. But evidence of American justices' concern about the global impact of American race discrimination will not generally be found in Supreme Court case files, a traditional source for legal history research. Instead, it can be found in justices' letters, speeches, foreign travel files, and personal files. For example, when Justice William O. Douglas traveled to India in 1950, the first question he was asked was, "Why does America tolerate the lynching of Negroes?" In his book Strange Lands and Friendly People, Douglas wrote that he had learned from his travels that "the attitude of the United States toward its colored minorities is a powerful factor in our relations with India." Chief Justice Earl Warren echoed Douglas's concerns about international perceptions of the United States in a 1954 speech to the American Bar Association. "Our American system like all others is on trial both at home and abroad," he suggested. "The way it works, the manner in which it solves the problems of our day; the extent to which we maintain the spirit of our Constitution with its Bill of Rights, will in the long run do more to make it both secure and the object of adulation than the number of hydrogen bombs we stockpile." Because

---


of his role in Brown, Warren became an effective ambassador for American democracy overseas. When he traveled to India in 1956, substituting for President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Warren was introduced at Delhi University as a man who needed no introduction, for he "rose to fame in 28 minutes of that Monday afternoon as he read out his momentous decision outlawing racial segregation in American public schools." When Warren traveled to Moscow in 1959, the first question he was asked was about race discrimination in the United States. In the summer of 1965, when the Kennedy administration was gravely concerned about the impact of American civil rights problems on U.S. foreign affairs, Warren traveled to Africa, a region of particular concern, and addressed progress in American race relations in a speech in Kenya.12

The Brown decision came as a relief to the State Department. Although the ranks of American diplomats would remain overwhelmingly white for many years, promoting an image of racial integration and equality in America had been an important objective. American racial progress was a regular feature of American propaganda in the years before Brown. The United States responded to widespread international criticism of American racism with an effort to construct a counternarrative of American racial progress. That narrative was captured in the pamphlet The Negro in American Life, which was published in many languages and distributed around the world. The pamphlet argued that the great change in the United States from the 1850s to 1950 was evidence of the superiority of democracy as a system of government. The nation's history of slavery was therefore not avoided in American propaganda, but embraced. If the nation had progressed from a base line of enslavement of African Americans to a free, if still not quite equal, society in a mere hundred years, then democracy, it was argued, was a system of government that facilitated such progress. Not accomplished by "dictatorial fiat," which the pamphlet suggested was characteristic of Communism, gradual progress was presented as a superior form of social change, and American democracy as a superior form of government. The history of racism in the United States, a liability in the Cold War, was thus reinterpreted into a strategic asset. The story of race in America became a story of the supremacy of democracy over Communism. In the face of continuing racial problems in the early 1950s, U.S. propaganda insisted that racism was not a fundamental national value, and that it was going away. Brown therefore served as an important reinforcement of the State Department's arguments about the nature of the U.S. Constitution and the inevitable character of American racial progress.13
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For all the excitement about *Brown*, what was the decision's impact? *Brown* was an unusual case, departing from the normal rule in American law that where a right has been violated, there is a remedy. The 1954 decision postponed consideration of remedies for one year. Then, in *Brown v. Board of Education (II)* in 1955, the Court suggested that the "private interests" of the plaintiffs in desegregated schools must be balanced against the "public interest" in accomplishing desegregation in an orderly manner. As a result, desegregation should proceed "with all deliberate speed." Segregated school districts were not yet required to integrate. The named plaintiffs in the cases were not granted the right to attend a desegregated school, at least for the time being.\(^{14}\)

In the consensus narrative about *Brown*, the Court's delay in ordering a remedy is often seen as a statesmanlike effort to avoid racial conflict. The debate focuses on whether the Court's judgment on how to avoid conflict was correct, and on how conflict shaped continuing desegregation efforts. But it is also true that actual desegregation in southern schools was not essential to address international concerns about the nature of a government whose constitution appeared to accommodate segregation. The next major school segregation crisis—in Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1957—illuminates that point. The Little Rock crisis was worldwide news. President Eisenhower's decision to send federal troops to ensure that nine African American students could attend Central High School won praise in the international press. It served as evidence that the U.S. federal government was behind *Brown*, even if some state governments were recalcitrant. However, Arkansas eventually responded to the Little Rock crisis with a complex "pupil placement law" that established procedures for determining whether a child could change schools. The discretion granted to school authorities under such placement laws ensured that much segregation could be accomplished bureaucratically. Although the international press covered U.S. civil rights with care, when challenges were brought to pupil placement laws in southern states and the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the laws, newspapers that had followed the Little Rock crisis in detail did not cover those decisions. By bureaucratizing segregation, southern states had brought it below the radar of international opinion. The abstract principle of *Brown* seemed to be the thing needed to maintain American prestige. In that sense, *Brown* and the Little Rock crises successfully protected the image of American democracy, even if they did not actually desegregate schools.\(^{15}\)


For its objective of managing the nation's international prestige, the U.S. government got what it needed in Brown and Little Rock. Iconic cases set the image of American race relations in the international press. Continuing inequality in local communities could be explained away as a by-product of American federalism and one that would inevitably fade away in the inexorable march of progress made possible by American constitutionalism. It was, at least, a story that worked in U.S. propaganda, a narrative maintained by the U.S. government through the difficult years of the 1960s, when the civil rights movement kept American racism in the world press.16

Although Brown is still held up as a high point in American legal history, the case ultimately came under assault. In a 2001 collection of essays in which prominent legal scholars rewrote the Court's opinion, Derrick Bell wrote a dissent, arguing that in Brown the Court overestimated the power of law to achieve social change and underestimated the pervasiveness of racism. In spite of criticism, Brown remains an icon, a symbol of the promise of law. Isolating Brown from its international context helps sustain an argument that what happened in Brown was accomplished by litigants, lawyers, and judges within the boundaries of the American legal system. Domesticating the case elevates the role of the legal system as an engine of progressive social change. Law was put to much good use during the civil rights era. But examining the broader forces producing legal change helps us see Brown's historical contingency. Brown was the product of converging domestic and international developments, rather than an inevitable product of legal progress.17

Historians and legal scholars might raise important objections to the Cold War narrative of Brown. By drawing attention to the impact of Brown on U.S. foreign relations, an international frame might seem to take the story out of the streets and local communities where school desegregation struggles played out and to encourage an outdated, top-down approach to writing history. Scholarship on race and foreign relations has relied in part on government records and has examined the role of elites in managing the impact on foreign affairs of civil rights in America. Such work should not, however, be seen as in opposition to grass-roots history. In his important book, I've Got the Light of Freedom, Charles M. Payne eloquently argued against a "homogenized" narrative of civil rights history. The work of Payne, John Dittmer, and others illuminates the way attention to local struggles reshapes the narrative of civil rights history. Attention to the impact of civil rights on foreign affairs is another route away from a homogenized history. Local and transnational histories can also

---
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work together. It was only because of the “local people” who shouldered the work of organizing at the grassroots that civil rights conflicts in American communities resonated around the world. The local civil rights struggles inspired independence movements in other nations, just as U.S. civil rights activists developed their ideas in part in response to developments overseas. The U.S. civil rights movement had an impact on American international prestige, giving civil rights activists important leverage at home.18

Another objection might be that interpreting Brown, a constitutional landmark, as in part a product of the Cold War might lend support to a domestic version of Cold War triumphalism in which the case becomes evidence the Cold War was good for the country. That objection cannot be maintained if the limits of Brown and the full impact of the Cold War on the civil rights movement are taken into account. In Cold War Civil Rights, I did not argue, as has sometimes been suggested, that the Cold War was “good” for the civil rights movement. Cold War-era red-baiting of activists harmed the movement and destroyed lives. Instead, I argue that while the Cold War narrowed acceptable civil rights discourse and led to sanctions against individuals who stepped outside those narrow bounds, within them it gave the movement important and effective leverage. It opened an opportunity for what Derrick Bell has called a “convergence of interest” between the U.S. government and the movement. The Cold War simultaneously harmed the movement and created an opportunity for limited reform.19

Legal scholars might object to viewing Brown alongside Dennis as a Cold War case because that is not how legal thinking is organized. We put cases dealing with one doctrine (the equal protection clause) in one category and cases dealing with a separate doctrine (the First Amendment) in another. We “shepardize” cases, taking one strand out of the law and pulling it to examine what is attached. That is how lawyers identify a relevant line of cases that matter to a legal argument. It is also the way law is learned. Our courses and our casebooks are largely organized according to such doctrinal categories. From that perspective, Brown is an equal protection case, and Dennis a First Amendment case. They are different topics and belong in different chapters.

While categorizing cases this way might be good when writing a brief, it is important for legal historians to work against our very ways of learning law when they construct barriers that interfere with our ability to see connections across categories. In Dennis, the anticommunist case, for example, lacking hard evidence of the harm of

Communist party actions, Justice Felix Frankfurter’s concurring opinion argued that the Court should take “judicial notice” of the threat of Communism. The authority he cited was not case law, but an article in the *New York Times Magazine.* He thought that the Court should act in part on the basis of what the justices knew about the world they inhabited. In their world, he thought, Communism and domestic subversion were serious threats. Having discussed that issue in *Dennis* and having faced it in other Cold War–related cases, members of the Court could not simply have forgotten about it when they read the Justice Department’s warning about the impact of *Brown* on foreign affairs. Although the two cases address different constitutional arguments, the justices brought the same understanding of their world to their work on any of the cases they considered.

This is a long way of saying that *Brown* belongs in the Cold War chapter of American legal history. Seeing *Brown* as a Cold War case does not simply acknowledge the evidence all over the historical record. It also helps us to see in *Brown* an important element to look for elsewhere. Once the United States took on the role of a world leader and argued that its system of government was a model for the world, the world took an interest in American justice. Struggles over rights in American law had international as well as domestic implications. During *Brown*’s anniversary year, rather than shoring up the boundary between the domestic and the foreign and safeguarding the consensus narrative, we might examine other border points where the domestic and the foreign become intertwined, other moments when judicial moorings in domestic affairs shifted when moved by international currents. As we face new questions about the nation’s role in the world in our own day, there is surely no better time to let the world into American legal history.
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